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The ‘2-in-1’ stage: indications, technique & results
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Abstract: Prosthetic joint infections remain an ongoing challenge for orthopaedic surgeons with an
interest in knee arthroplasty, which relates to their often difficult diagnoses, need for multiple surgeries,
increased technical and financial requirements. Peri-prosthetic joint infection is devastating complication
for the patient and with the current literature unable to either demonstrate superiority of one or two stage
revision then we should continue to assess on a case by case basis. The use of a ‘2 in 1’ single-stage approach
has been recently been promoted as a form of single stage revision for infection on account of the potential
for reduction in risks, costs, and complications. Where it is safe to do so, a single stage procedure can avoid
several of the drawbacks which may occur with a formal two stage approach. Particularly, it can reduce the
risk of post-operative stiffness and arthrofibrosis which can be associated with two stage surgery. Use of a
single stage may be more cost effective, by saving the patient having to undergo a second major procedure.
This article reviews the indications for its use, technique and results. The use of ‘2-in-1’ single-stage revision
can be considered as an effective option for treating infection following TKR and cases with associated bone
loss.
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Introduction
Primary total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a successful
surgical treatment for end-stage arthritis of the knee, with
over 1,000,000 procedures having been carried out in the
United Kingdom over the last 20 years (1). Approximately
97% are carried out for osteoarthritis, with more women
than men undergoing the procedure and mean age at the
time of surgery of 68.7 yrs (1). In the United States it is
estimated that over the next 30 years there will be 673%
increase in demand for TKA and consequently a likely
increase in revision burden (2). As with many surgical
procedures there is a small, but significant, complication
rate with peri-prosthetic deep infection posing a serious
challenge for both patient and surgeon. Infection as a
complication post primary TKA has an incidence of
between 0.5–2% following TKA (3,4). Deep infection
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accounts for ~25% of all revision TKA, in 2014 there were
1600 rTKA carried out for deep infection in the United
Kingdom (NJR), and in USA 22,000 carried out in 2009 (2).
rTKA creates an economic burden and reports from the
UK have estimated the cost being in the region £75,000 per
patient (5) and those patients are likely have a hospital stay
twice that and three times the cost of a rTKA for aseptic
loosening (6).
The risk of infection post TKA is increased in patients
with rheumatoid arthritis, previous joint surgery and a
higher Charleston co-morbidity index (7,8). Other studies
have suggested increased risks with a surgical site infection
not involving a prosthetic joint, National Nosocomial
Infections Surveillance (NNIS) systems surgical patient risk
index of 1 or 2 or an existing malignancy (9).
For patients with a deep infection post TKA, there are
three potential treatment options: debridement irrigation
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and implant retention (DAIR), 1 stage revision arthroplasty
and 2 stage revision arthroplasty. DAIR has a specific, but
limited, role in treating deep infection with success rates
varying between 14–100% (10,11). It works optimally
in healthy patients presenting acutely following onset of
symptoms with a sensitive organism and well fixed implants.
Two stage revision refers to the removal of all implants,
debridement of surrounding tissues, insertion of an
antibiotic delivery system and temporary spacer implanted
followed by a period of systemic antibiotic treatment
and then re-implantation. Single stage revision refers to
debridement and exchange of implants during the same
procedure.
Two stage revision has been considered the ‘Gold
Standard’ for treatment of PJI in TKA following its
description by Insall in 1983 (12). The original procedure
has been modified with the introduction of first static
spacers (13) then more recently articulating spacers. There
are very good reasons for its success rate and ongoing use,
with 2 opportunities to debride the tissues and time to
assess the success of antimicrobial treatment. There are
drawbacks to the procedure as it imposes a heavy burden
on the patient and health care system. The variable interval
period can debilitate a patient, the spacer used may create
complications (6) and there are risks to the patient from
undergoing 2 major procedures. All of which contributes
to a significant financial impact from this treatment option.
Unsurprisingly this has led to repeated interest in the
option of single stage revision as an alternative. Results from
some European centres have shown success rates similar to
two stage procedures when used in appropriately selected
patients with thorough surgical approach and technique
(14,15). This article describes the use of a variation of single
stage revision, a ‘2-in-1’ technique, and outcomes from its
use in PJI.
Indications
Single stage rTKA is not a new concept having been
described by Bucholtz in the 1970’s with subsequent reports
by Borden & Gearen in 1987 (16) and Göksan & Freeman
in 1992 (17). Increasingly there has been interest in this
technique as an alternative treatment in delayed deep
prosthetic infection post TKA (14) with the advantages of
a single procedure, shorter antibiotic period and reduced
costs whilst achieving comparable success rates. The ‘2in-1’ approach is a variation of this, allowing for 2 distinct,
separate stages to be carried out under a single anaesthetic
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and patient admission but with the interval between the
stages shortened to around 20 minutes.
The exclusion criteria used for this approach is (18):
(I) Failure >2 previous one stage procedures;
(II) Infection spreading to the neurovascular bundle;
(III) Unclear pre-operative bacterial specification;
(IV) Antibiotics required have poor or variable
bioavailability;
(V) Infecting bacteria have high or multiple resistance
to antibiotics;
(VI) Complex sinus or one distant to the proposed
incision.
Technique
The indication for using this particular technique in
revision of infected TKA is a proven deep infection defined
by MSIS criteria (19). Infection was diagnosed by raised
inflammatory markers (FBC, CRP & ESR/PV), positive
joint aspirate or same bacterial growth on multiple deep
tissue samples (same organism on >3 samples).
The procedure can be carried out under either general
anaesthesia, spinal or epidural anaesthesia or a combination
of both. Pre-operatively all cases should be discussed
with a consultant microbiologist, with a special interest
in musculoskeletal infection, and ideally via a multidisciplinary team. A tailored antibiotic protocol should
be drawn up individually for each case. The procedure
is carried out with the use of a thigh tourniquet with the
incision made through the most lateral previous scar using
a medial parapatellar approach. The original scar is excised
along with any sinus present and the current prosthesis is
explanted. With a ‘2-in-1’ variation, the procedure is split
into 2 stages which distinctly separates the debridement
from reconstruction. In the first part of the procedure,
the debridement should be split into: Implant removal,
soft tissue debridement, bone debridement and thorough
irrigation.
Where access is difficult, a tibial crest osteotomy (20)
or an extensile medial parapatellar approach (21) may
assist access. Initially fluid samples are taken plus at least 6
tissue samples, obtained with separate instruments, from
different areas of the knee are taken to be sent for culture
and sensitivity. Explantation of the existing implants should
be carried out with a combination of punches, osteotomes
(flexible or rigid) and oscillating saw with the aim of
extracting them with as minimal bone loss as possible prior
to commencing the debridement.
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Figure 1 Post soft tissue and bone debridement.

A radical debridement should be carried out in 2 stages,
initially of the soft tissues and synovium of the knee, back
to healthy tissue. Once this is complete excision of any
infected, necrotic or devitalized bone should be carried out
and followed by a thorough irrigation via pulsatile lavage
with a minimum of 9 liters of normal saline and the intramedullary canals packed with gauze swabs soaked with
chlorhexidine. The irrigation may be augmented dilute
hydrogen peroxide, aqueous chlorhexidine or antibiotics as
each individual case requires. Once complete, the wound
should be loosely closed and the wound circumferentially
bandaged prior to deflating the tourniquet. All patients
should receive 1g tranexamic acid intravenously and
the tourniquet can be deflated. This completes the first
part of the procedure (the debridement, Figure 1) and is
equivalent to the first stage in a standard two-stage. At this
point all existing operative kit should be discarded and the
whole surgical team should re-scrub. Ideally an interval of
approximately 20 minutes gives time for the theatre to be
cleaned, new sterile operative instruments and kit to be reintroduced for the next (sequential second stage).
The tourniquet is re-inflated and the leg prepped and
covered with sterile drapes. Once any packing gauze has
been removed, any residual femoral or tibial bone-loss in
each case is then assessed by the primary surgeon using the
Anderson Orthopaedic Research Institute (AORI) grading.
Following grading, a decision is made regarding the most
appropriate construct accounting for any bone loss or
damage to the collateral ligaments. The femoral component
is sized, and augments and stems are used if needed. Any
peripheral or cavitatory defects can be addressed with
augments, metaphyseal sleeves or cones and the same
approach is employed in the tibia. The use of metaphyseal
sleeves for revision knee arthroplasty, particularly in cases
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involving bone loss, have reported good short and medium
term results. Their use has been reported to be as effective
in setting of infected knee arthroplasty particularly provide
stable fixation of implants and contributing to the overall
debridement (22,23). Depending on the degree of bone
and soft tissue debridement, then an increase in the level
of constraint may be necessary for a stable prosthesis
construct. The components are cemented in place with
additional antibiotics in the cement (Gentamicin loaded
Palacos cement) as advised. At the end of the procedure, a
second 500 mg of tranexamic acid was given. Suction drains
are not required routinely in these cases.
Patients should be nursed post operatively on a specialist
orthopaedic ward with a mobilisation protocol allowing
full weight bearing immediately. All patients should
receive post-operative anticoagulation therapy based on an
individualized risk assessment for venous thromboembolism,
antibiotics are commenced immediately post-op and
adjusted according to final microbiological results of fluid,
bone and soft tissue samples. The timing of conversion to
oral antibiotics is decided by microbiology advice on a case
by case basis. This duration of the oral therapy may vary
from 4 weeks to 6 months. Most patients require treatment
with two oral agents, which are usually continued for at
least 4 weeks after the CRP returns to normal. Serial CRP
measurements can be used to monitor the response to postsurgery antibiotic therapy.
All procedures performed in the studies involving human
participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of
the institutional and/or national research committee(s) and
with the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 2013). Written
informed consent was obtained from the patient.
Results
Where it is safe to do so, a single stage procedure can avoid
several of the drawbacks which may occur with a formal
two stage approach. Particularly, it can reduce the risk of
post-operative stiffness and arthrofibrosis which can be
associated with two stage surgery. Use of a single stage be
more cost effective by saving the patient having to undergo
a second major procedure. These, coupled with a success
rate very comparable to two-stage surgery, may become a
potentially more attractive option for the patient and health
care provider.
To date there are no prospective randomised controlled
trials directly comparing one stage with two stage revision
for deep infection post TKA. There are recent systematic
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Figure 3 Case with an anterior sinus.

Figure 2 Reconstruction of associated bone defects with
metaphyseal sleeves.

reviews and meta-analysis (18,24,25) reporting published
results for single stage to be between 86–100% and 66–95%
for two stage procedures. It is important to note that
patients undergoing one-stage revisions are likely to be preselected on the basis of the MSIS criteria (19) and many
two-stage procedures may not be suitable for a single stage
procedure. This is likely to affect the results of two stage
and should be considered when comparing the results.
There are a small number of reports detailing ‘2-in-1’
stage procedures, with a series from Parkinson et al. (22)
describing 12 cases managed using this method with no
cases reporting recurrent infection at a minimum of 2 years
post procedure. It is of interest that 2 cases included in this
series had an actively discharging sinus pre-operatively,
which is commonly cited as a contra-indication to one-stage
revision. Although this is a small series and caution should
be exercised in extrapolating the results, it raises the point
that a patient with deep infection and a solitary sinus, may
be safely treated with a single stage procedure if the sinus
can be fully excised along with the initial debridement.
A further study reported a series of 25 patients (26)
followed up to between 2–8.5 yrs reported an eradication
rate of 96%. This series involved the use of uncemented
metaphyseal sleeves in the reconstruction of significant bone
defects associated with deep infection (Figure 2). Similar to
the preceding study, this one included six patients with a
draining sinus pre-operatively (Figure 3), although all were
through or adjacent to the original incision. The successful
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treatment of these via this method, lends support to this
specific criterion not being an absolute contra-indication to
a single stage procedure. While there is no long term data
for this approach, results from Zahar et al., reporting on
46 patients undergoing a single stage procedure having an
infection free survival of 93% at 10 years post procedure,
despite not adhering to a strict selection criteria protocol.
Further long term results will be required to support and
establish the exact place for this technique within single
stage surgery for PJI. It also highlights the need for ongoing
work to further define the role of selection criteria when
deciding the suitability of a patient for single stage surgery.
The function of the final construct is also important to
the patient. Kunutsor et al. compared both one and two
stage procedures and recorded Knee Society Scores of
80.3 and 82.1 respectively. The series by Holland et al. (26)
noted improvement in KSS scores mirroring this and also
the average Oxford knee score of 36.1 which is directly
comparable to both conventional single and two stage
procedures. This is particularly marked when the pain
component scores are examined, showing a significant
improvement. Lastly, there is also a significant financial
consideration for both patient and provider in that
successful treatment can be carried out from a single
hospital stay.
Conclusions
Peri-prosthetic joint infection continues to be devastating
complication for the patient and with the current literature
unable to either demonstrate superiority of one or two stage
revision then we should continue to assess on a case by case
basis. Ideally large randomised controlled, comparative
trials are needed to guide which approach benefits patients
optimally. As detailed here, the ‘2-in-1’ approach for
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Table 1 ‘2-in-1’ procedure key learning points
Pre-operative identification of the infecting organism. Take multiple samples (min 6) for culture and sensitivity
2 separate components to the procedure: debridement (soft tissue & bone plus irrigation) and reconstruction
Break between stages of ~20 mins, wound closed, theatre cleaned, staff re-scrub and new sterile instruments
Commence IV antibiotics immediately post procedure guided by microbiology and continue for a minimum of 4–6 weeks
Adjust antibiotics according to intra-operative sample results
Allow immediate weight-bearing post operatively along with range of movement exercises

appropriately selected patients offers an alternative option
for managing these patients successfully. The key features
of this procedure are summarised in Table 1.
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